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Sampling from a System-Theoretic Viewpoint:

Part I—Concepts and Tools
Gjerrit Meinsma and Leonid Mirkin,Member, IEEE

Abstract

This paper is first in a series of papers studying a system-theoretic approach to the problem of

reconstructing an analog signal from its samples. The idea,borrowed from earlier treatments in the

control literature, is to address the problem as a hybrid model-matching problem in which performance

is measured by system norms. In this paper we present the paradigm and revise underlying technical

tools, such as the lifting technique and some topics of the operator theory. This material facilitates a

systematic and unified treatment of a wide range of sampling and reconstruction problems, recovering

many hitherto considered different solutions and leading to new results. Some of these applications are

discussed in the second part.

Index Terms

Sampling and reconstruction, signal modeling, lifting, stability, causality.

I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of reconstructing a continuous-time signal from its sampled measurements may be,

perhaps simplistically, described by the block-diagram inFig. 1. Herey is a continuous-time signal,

which is sampled by an A/D converter (sampler)S, the resulting discrete-time signalNy is processed

by a digital filter NF , and the output of the latter,Nu, is converted back to continuous time by a D/A
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Fig. 1. Hybrid signal processor (HSP),FHSP

converter (hold)H . Throughout, we refer to the (continuous-time) system fromy to u as thehybrid

signal processor(HSP) and denote itFHSP.

Our goal typically is to generateu as close toy as possible. Sampling / reconstruction (SR) problems of

this kind are important in numerous signal and image processing and control applications and have been

extensively studied in both mathematical and engineering literature, see [1]–[5] for detailed overviews of

the subject and a comprehensive bibliography. Classical studies are mainly concerned with the conditions

under which perfect reconstruction ofy is possible and the choice of the corresponding hold (interpolator)

H . This leads to the celebrated Sampling Theorem and its generalizations [1], [3], [5]. Such approaches,

however, rely upon assumptions that are seldom realistic (e.g., requirey to be bandlimited or generated

by a discrete sequence), and result in interpolators that might be hard to implement or approximate.

These considerations prompted more recent studies to give up on the perfect reconstruction requirement.

An example of such a setup is the reconstruction in shift-invariant spaces [2], [4], whereNF is designed, for

fixed sampling and hold circuits, to satisfy some weaker requirements. Examples of these requirements are

the consistency [2], which is the perfect reconstruction ofsamplesNy, or the (dual, in a sense) minimization

of the error restricted to the image ofH [6]. An advantage here is the full control over properties of

S andH , which may be chosen to simplify their implementation (likesplines) and approximation (like

truncating to impose causality constraints). This choice,however, might not be justifiable performance-

wise. Moreover, the design ofNF accounts only for a part of the reconstruction error rather than the

analog error itself.

Direct optimization of analog error signals is the core of the sampled-data control theory [7], [8],

which studies digital control of analog systems. Motivatedby this, [9] proposed to cast SR problems as

a hybridH1—causal minmax—model-matching setup (the idea can be traced back to [10], [11]). This

is a special case of the standard sampled-data control problem and can therefore be handled by available

control methods, adopted to the relaxation of the causalityof NF . Advantages of this approach are that it

explicitly addresses the analog error and does not restrictthe class of input signals. The method of [9],

however, is based on several intermediate transformations, which blur the structure of the solution. In

fact, no closed-form formulae for this approach exist. Moreover, the design methodology adopted there
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is also limited to the case when bothS andH are fixed.

Excluding the acquisition and reconstruction devices fromthe design cycle, which limits the achiev-

able reconstruction performance, is not always justifiable. Technological constraints, which restrict the

complexity of A/D and D/A circuits, become less severe taking into account the progress in hardware

technology. Other constraints might merely result from limitation of existing design methods. For example,

the decay rate of the interpolating kernel is considered an important factor in the choice ofH [2]. Yet this

appears to be brought about by the need to truncate it afterwards in order to impose causality constraints

on the reconstructor. If these constraints were explicitlyaccounted for in the design stage, the kernel

decay would not be so important.

This series of papers aims at developing a systematic approach to the design of SRs, in which

sampling and / or hold devices can be incorporated into the design process, that allows to impose causality

constraints as part of the design, and which is comprehensive, covering many known problems as special

cases. Towards this end, we adopt the system-theoretic viewpoint, by which signals are modeled by

systems and reconstruction performance is measured by system norms. The system-theoretic approach

enables us to treat signals of different physical nature andproperties (e.g., stochastic and deterministic)

in a unified manner.

The goal of this paper is to present underlying concepts and the technical material required for the

system-theoretic analysis of SR problems. In particular, we place the main emphasis on thelifting, which

is our main analysis tool and may be thought of as an analog counterpart of the common polyphase

decomposition [12]. Although many of the results presentedhere are not new, we believe that their

compact and unified exposition is of its own tutorial value. Moreover, this material can be found mainly

in the control literature, where systems are assumed to be causal and hence are considered on the semi

axesR
C and Z

C only. In signal processing applications noncausal and relaxedly causal systems are

important, so we have to deal with systems on the whole time axes R and Z, which calls for certain,

sometimes nontrivial, modifications to be made. Also, the lifting is predominantly studied in the state-

space setting in the control literature, while we emphasizehere realization-free input / output relations,

such as convolutions and infinite-dimensional transfer functions. This is pivotal in Part II, where optimal

solutions do not have realizations. Last but not least, we dopresent new results, like the Key Lifting

Formula (Theorem 4.1) and the frequency-domain characterization of the relaxed causality (Theorem 6.2).

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we introducea general optimization setup, the study

of which is the leitmotif of this series of papers. Section III presents the lifting technique and collects

some time-domain facts and definitions. In Section IV some frequency-domain lifting definitions and
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results are presented. Spaces of signals and systems in the lifted domain and corresponding metrics are

considered in Section V. Finally, Section VI presents the notions of stability and causality and their

frequency-domain characterizations.

A. Notation

Throughout,h denotes the sampling period and!N ´ �=h is the associated Nyquist frequency. The

sinc function with knots at multiples ofh is sinch.t/ ´ sin.!Nt /=.!Nt /. Signals are represented by

lowercase symbols such asy.t/ W R ! C and overbars indicate discrete time signals,NyŒk� W Z ! C. For

any setA the indicator function1A.t/ is 1 if t 2 A and is zero elsewhere. The unit step (which is actually

1RC.t/) is denoted1.t/ (in continuous time) andN1Œk� in discrete time. Similarlyı.t/ is the Dirac delta

function (understood implicitly as the causalı.t � 0C/) and NıŒk� is the discrete unit pulse. The number

of elements of a vector-valued signalv is denoted bynv.

Uppercase calligraphic symbols, likeG, denote continuous-time systems in time domains, the impulse

response / kernel of which is denoted with lowercase symbols, such asg, and the corresponding transfer

function / frequency response is presented by uppercase symbols, like G.s/ and G.j!/. Discrete-time

systems, kernels, etcetera are denoted by overbars, likeNG, Ng, etc. Other more specific notation for lifted

signals and systems is defined later (in particular, see Remark 3.1).

By Z
C
l

(Z�
l

) we denote the set of all integers larger or equal to (smallerthan) l . The symbolsT , D,

and ND stand for the unit circle (j´j D 1), the open unit disk (j´j < 1), and the closed unit disk (j´j � 1)

in the complex plane, respectively.

L2
B
.A/ is the set of functionsf W A ! B that have finite normkf k2 ´ .

R

t2A
kf .t/k2

B
dt /1=2, where

k�kB denotes some given norm onB (in caseB D C
nf we assume the standard Euclidean normj�j).

Sometimes we use the notationL ´ L2
C
Œ0; h/. The spacè 2

B
.Z/ is the set of Nf W Z ! B with finite

norm k Nf k2 ´ .
P

k2Z
k Nf Œk�k2

B
/1=2. Some (or all) space arguments in the notation forL2 and`2 will be

dropped when they are irrelevant or clear from the context.

II. SETUP

In this series of papers we study the SR setup shown in Fig. 2. Herev is an (unknown) analog signal,

which is to be reconstructed from sampled measurements of a related analog signaly. Both v and y

are modeled as outputs of a continuous-time systemG (signal generator) driven by a common inputw

with known characteristics. The signalu is the reconstruction ofv on the basis ofy. This signalu is

the output of the HSP, which is highlighted by the dark shadowed box in Fig. 2. It includes a sampler
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Fig. 2. Sampling / reconstruction (SR) setup

S, a digital filter NF , and a reconstructor, or hold,H (for more details see÷II-B below). Our goal then is

to design an HSP (or only some of its components) to minimize a“size” (norm) of theerror systemGe

(the light shadowed box in Fig. 2) which is the mapping fromw to the reconstruction errore ´ v � u.

Minimization of the mapping enforces that the outputu of the HSP is in a sense optimally close to

the signalv that we intend to reconstruct. This renders the optimal SR problem a systems optimization

problem.

A. Paradigms

Two central aspects of the system-theoretic formulation ofSR problems are the use of the signal

generatorG to modelsignals and the use ofsystem normsto measure the SR performance. These aspects,

which have have proved useful in control applications, are possibly somewhat latent in the SR literature,

so we start with a brief exposition of the underlying ideas.

1) Signal generator:Clearly, the reconstruction of a signalv on the basis ofy makes sense only if the

two signals share certain qualities. To model cross-correlations, dynamic relations, etcetera betweenv and

y, one may choose to consider bothv andy as the outcome of a (possibly fictitious) signal generatorG
driven by a common signalw having known and normalized features (such as being white orbelonging

to some bounded set). Below we indicate how these goals can beattained. To this end, partition the

signal generatorG compatible with the signal partition in Fig. 2 as

G D

2

4

Gv

Gy

3

5 :

The simplest choice of its components would beGv D Gy D I , which reflects the assumptions thatv D y

and thatv is the only exogenous input. If the measured signal passes through an antialiasing filterFa,

we should pickGy D Fa instead. If the measurement ofv is corrupted by a measurement noise,n, the

latter has to be included into the exogenous signal, so thatw D
�

v
n

�

and we end up withGv D
h

I 0

i

andGy D
h

I I

i

(or Gy D Fa

h

I I

i

, if an antialiasing filter is present). If the velocity ofy should

be reconstructed, we chooseGv D Fd, whereFd is the differentiator, having the frequency response
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Fd.j!/ D j!. Thus, the problem of reconstructing the velocity from filtered noisy position measurements

is formalized via assigningGv D
h

Fd 0

i

, Gy D Fa

h

I I

i

, andw D
�

x
n

�

, wherex is the position.

In the above examples the exogenous inputw still consists of a combination of “real” signals such as

position and noise, each with its own dynamical properties and physical domain/unit. To simplify their

joint treatment, they can be modeled in terms of some normalized signal having favorable mathematical

properties, passing through known systems. For example, ifthe signal to be reconstructed,v, is slow, it

can be modeled asv D Fvwv, whereFv is a low-pass filter andwv is some fictitious normalized signal.

Examples of such signals are white noise in the stochastic case1 and theı-impulse in the deterministic

case, both of which have normalized flat spectra. A fast measurement noise,n, can then be modeled via

another normalized signal,wn, asn D Fnwn for some high-pass filterFn. In this case, the problem of

reconstructing a signal from filtered noisy measurements can be formalized viaGv D
h

Fv 0

i

andGy D

Fa

h

Fv Fn

i

. The exogenous signal,w D
�

wv
wn

�

, is then a fictitious normalized signal all components of

which are on an equal footing and have similar properties; all structural properties are represented byG.

Remark 2.1:The use of modeling filters, likeFv andFn above, does not necessarily intend to constrain

signals (e.g.,v andn) to belong to a (finite-dimensional) subspace of the space ofcontinuous-time signals,

like those discussed in [3]. In many cases these filters may bethought of as functions, reshaping the

metric used to measure the SR performance. Through the choice of these filters we thus just emphasize

certain aspects of signal properties, like their dominant frequency bands. O

2) Performance measures:The normalization of the exogenous inputw makes it possible to express

the size of the reconstruction errorsignal e in terms of the size of the errorsystemGe mappingw to e.

We use two measures of the size ofGe: its L2 andL1 norms. Below we briefly discuss these formalisms.

To avoid the introduction of involved technicalities at this stage, we assume for the moment thatGe is

time invariant. Although this is practically never the casefor the hybrid system in Fig. 2, extensions are

conceptually straightforward (they are discussed in Section V).

The Hilbert spaceL2
p�m.jR/, or simplyL2.jR/ when the dimensions are irrelevant or clear from the

context, is the set of functionsF.s/ W jR ! C
p�m for which

kF k2 ´
�

1

2�

Z 1

�1

kF.j!/k2
F d!

�1=2

< 1; (1)

wherek�kF is the Frobenius matrix norm. The quantitykF k2 is called theL2-norm ofF.s/. If F.s/ is the

transfer function of an LTI systemF , we also refer to this quantity as theL2-norm ofF and denote it

1In this caseFv.j!/ŒFv .j!/�� is actually the spectral density ofv.
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askF k2. This norm has clear interpretations, both deterministic and stochastic, in terms of the input and

output signals ofF . In the deterministic setting, it is readily seen from the Parseval’s equality thatkF k2
2

is the sum of the energies of the responses ofF to ı-impulses applied at each of itsm input components.

In the stochastic setting,kF k2
2 is the power, that is, the sum of the variances of thep output components

of F in the case when the input is a zero-mean unit intensity whitenoise process [13, Sect. 3.8].

The spaceL1
p�m.jR/, or simplyL1.jR/, is the set of functionsF.s/ W jR ! C

p�m, theL1-norm of

which,

kF k1 ´ ess sup
!2R

�maxŒF .j!/� < 1: (2)

Similarly to theL2 case, ifF.s/ is the transfer function of an LTI systemF , the quantity defined by (2)

is referred to as theL1-norm ofF and denoted bykF k1. This norm can also be interpreted in terms

of signals:kF k2
1 is the maximal energy of the output over all inputs of unit energy [14, Thm. A.6.26],

i.e., the maximal energy gain ofF .

Returning to the setup in Fig. 2, the minimization ofkGek2 in the stochastic case corresponds to

(average) power ormean squareminimization of the continuous-time reconstruction errore (energy

minimization in the deterministic case). Thus, this is merely a hybrid version of the classical Wiener

(or Kalman) filtering problem [15]. The minimization ofkGek1 corresponds to theminmaxformulation,

in which the mean-square error is minimized for a worst-caseinput of unit energy. In fact, theL2 and

L1 approaches represent two extremes in our assumptions aboutthe exogeneous signals. The former

assumes that these signals are completelyknown, whereas the latter—that they are completelyunknown,

other than having finite power or energy. The “gray areas” in between may then be (implicitly) covered

by the use of weighting filters.

Remark 2.2:It is not hard to imagine situations where some of the exogenous inputs are known and

some are not. This might call for the use ofmixedL2/L1 strategies, such as minimizing theL2-norm of

a subsystem ofGe while keeping theL1-norm of the other subsystem below some prescribed level [16].

Such problems, however, result in complicated solutions that lack the structure and transparency of their

pureL2 andL1 counterparts. We therefore do not pursue this line here. After all, it is rarely possible

to squeeze all requirements into a single optimization problem, so that the optimization in engineering

should be considered as merely atool to achieve meaningful and transparent solutions rather than a goal

per se. O

The expression of the performance requirements viasystem normssimplifies the treatment of deter-

ministic and stochastic signals via a unified formalism and brings some other (conceptual) advantages.
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For example, theL1 formulation is well suited for the sake of shaping the spectrum of the reconstruction

error. To see this, consider the noise-free scalar setting and let v be modeled asv D Fvw. Then,

kGek1 < 1 ) je.j!/j < 1

jFv.j!/j
jv.j!/j; 8! 2 R:

Thus, a desired shape of the error spectrum can be pursued viaan appropriate choice ofFv. The existence

of a reconstructor guaranteeingkGek1 < 1, which is the question that can be conclusively answered,

is then the success indicator. Another advantage of the system-based treatment is a (relative) simplicity

with which causality constraints can be imposed upon the reconstructor (see Section VI below.

B. Components

We now detail some of the components of the configuration in Fig. 2. In particular, below we address

the HSP, containing a sampler, a discrete filter and a hold.

1) Sampler:By a sampling deviceS we understand any linear device transforming a functiony.t/ W

R ! C
ny into a function NyŒk� W Z ! C

n Ny . Assuming that

S.y.� � h// D .Sy/Œ� � 1�;

which can be thought of as A/D shift invariance, a general model for such a device is

Ny D Sy W NyŒk� D
Z 1

�1

 .kh � s/y.s/ds; k 2 Z; (3)

for some .t/, called thesampling function. The ideal samplerSIdl, generatingNyŒk� D y.kh/ and well-

defined for continuous inputs, has .t/ D ı.t/. The continuity ofy can be ensured by an antialiasing

filter Fa having the impulse responsefa.t/. Such a filter can always be incorporated intoS, resulting

in a sampler with .t/ D fa.t/. In fact, a general sampler of the form (3) can always be presented

as the cascade of an LTI system with the impulse response .t/ and the ideal sampler. An important

example, especially for the developments in Part II, [17], is the sinc-sampler,Ssinc, having the sampling

function sinc.t/ ´ 1
h

sinch.t/. It can be viewed as the ideal lowpass filter with the cutoff frequency!N

followed by the ideal sampler. Another example is the causalaveraging samplerSAv , which corresponds

to  .t/ D 1
h
1Œ0;h/.t/.

2) Hold: By a hold deviceH we understand a linear device transforming a functionNuŒk� W Z ! C
n Nu

into a functionu.t/ W R ! C
nu. Assuming D/A shift invariance, understood as

H . NuŒ� � 1�/ D .H Nu/.� � h/;
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a general model of this device is

u DH Nu W u.t/ D
X

i2Z

�.t � ih/ NuŒi �; t 2 R; (4)

for somehold function2 �.t/. The hold function is the response ofH to the discrete unit pulseNıŒi �.

The hold can also be thought of as a modulator of the input sequencef NuŒi �g. The standardzero-order

holdHZOH, which keepsu.t/ constant over the intersample period, corresponds in this setting to�.t/ D

1Œ0;h/.t/. The predictivefirst-order holdHFOH, which is a linear interpolator of two successive input values,

has the “tent” hold function�.t/ D .1�jt j=h/1Œ�h;h/.t/. It is readily seen that both these hold devices can

be presented as the cascade of theimpulse-train modulatorH ITM , having the hold function�.t/ D ı.t/, and

continuous-time LTI systems with the transfer functions1�e�sh

s
(for HZOH) and

�

1�e�sh

s

�2
esh (for HFOH).

Another example of a hold device is the sinc-hold,Hsinc, having the hold function�sinc.t/ ´ sinch.t/.

This is actually the interpolator from the Sampling Theorem.

Remark 2.3:We do not restrict the input and output dimension ofS andH . For example, the sampler

may produce a vector-valued discrete signal (n Ny > 1) from a scalar analog signal (ny D 1). This renders

the setup general enough to describe multirate or nonuniform sampling problems (using the polyphase

decomposition). O

3) Discrete part: A general form of the LTI discrete-time systemNF is the convolution model

Nu D NF Ny W NuŒk� D
X

i2Z

Nf Œk � i � NyŒi �; k 2 Z; (5)

where the sequenceNf Œk� is known as theimpulse responseof NF . This system can always be absorbed

into S or H via redefining the functions and �, respectively. When analyzing HSPs we thus may

assume without loss of generality thatNF D I or, equivalently, Nf Œk� D NıŒk�. This assumption can also be

made during the design if either sampler or hold (or both) is adesign parameter. For implementation of

HSPs it might however be advantageous to use a separate discrete filter.

III. L IFTING IN TIME DOMAIN

Let us return now to the HSP in Fig. 1 and consider it as a continuous-time system fromy to u.

Assuming, without loss of generality, thatNF D I and combining (3) and (4), we get

u.t/ D
X

i2Z

�.t � ih/

Z 1

�1

 .ih � s/y.s/ds

D
Z 1

�1

X

i2Z

�.t � ih/ .ih � s/y.s/ds:

2Thus, psi stands for sampler and phi for hold.
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Thus,FHSP is an integral operator of the form

u.t/ D
Z 1

�1

g.t; s/y.s/ds (6)

with kernel

g.t; s/ D fHSP.t; s/ ´
X

i2Z

�.t � ih/ .ih � s/: (7)

System (6) is time invariant iffg.t; s/ D g.t C �; s C �/ for all � 2 R. This, in general, is not the case

for the kernelfHSP.t; s/ above. Thus, operations of continuous time signals that include A/D and D/A

converters are not a time-invariant operation in general. Many of the techniques that are available for

LTI systems can therefore not be readily applied toFHSP. The time invariance can, however, be regained

on noticing that

fHSP.t; s/ D fHSP.t C kh; s C kh/; 8k 2 Z: (8)

This property, known ash-shift invariance, enables one to convertFHSP into an equivalent shift-invariant

system using the linear transformation calledlifting, see books [7], [8] for more details and bibliography.

The lifting transformation—or simply lifting—can be seen as a way of separating the behavior into

a fully time invariant discrete-time behavior and afinite-horizoncontinuous-time (intersample) behavior.

Fig. 3 explains the idea and the formal definition is given below:

Mf Œ�2�.�/

0
h

�2

Mf Œ�1�.�/

0
h

�1

Mf Œ0�.�/

0
h

0

Mf Œ1�.�/

0
h

1 k

lifting

�2h �h 0 h 2h t

f .t/

Fig. 3. Lifting analog signals (withf .t/ D sinc0:44h.t/)

Definition 3.1: For any signalf W R ! C
nf , the lifting Mf W Z ! fŒ0; h/ ! C

nf g is the sequence of

functionsf Mf Œk�g defined as

Mf Œk�.�/ D f .khC �/; k 2 Z; � 2 Œ0; h/:

O

In other words, with lifting we consider a function onR as a sequence of functions onŒ0; h/. Clearly,

this incurs no loss of information, it is merely another representation of the signal. The rationale behind

this representation is to “forbid” any time shift but multiples ofh. This implies that if a continuous-time

systemu D Gy is h-shift invariant, then in lifted representation,Mu D MG My, it is shift invariant.
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More explicitly, letG be anh-shift-invariant system defined by (6). In the lifted domainthis mapping

reads

MuŒk�.�/ D u.khC �/ D
Z 1

�1

g.khC �; �/y.�/d�

D
X

i2Z

Z h

0

g.khC �; ihC �/y.ihC �/d�

D
X

i2Z

Z h

0

g..k � i/hC �; �/ MyŒi �.�/d�; (9)

which can be written as

MuŒk� D
X

i2Z

MGŒk � i � MyŒi �; (10)

where MGŒk�, k 2 Z, is the(lifted) impulse responsesystem that maps functions onŒ0; h/ to functions on

Œ0; h/ as

. MGŒk� Mw/.�/ D
Z h

0

g.khC �; �/ Mw.�/d�

D
Z h

0

g.�; � � kh/ Mw.�/d�; � 2 Œ0; h/: (11)

Mapping (10) is a standard discrete-time convolution, describing a shift-invariantsystem MG. We call this

MG the lifting of G.

Example 3.1:Consider the sample-and-hold circuit (Fig. 4), which is thecascade of the ideal sampler

y Nu D Ny u
SIdl HZOH

Fig. 4. Sample-and-hold circuit in the time domain

and the zero-order hold. This system determines the relation u.t/ D y.bt=hc/, which is clearly not time

invariant. Liftingy andu transforms the sample-and-hold circuit into a discrete system, MuŒk�.�/ D MyŒk�.0/,

that is, thekth element of the lifted output is a function of thekth lifted input element only: the impulse

response system ati D 0 acts as. MGŒ0� My/.�/ D My.0/ and the others are zero,MGŒi� D 0. In the lifted

domain it is therefore a static LTI system. O

Although it appears natural to begin with integral representations (6) (because it allows to make the

lifting operators concrete), the precise integral form (11) only blurs the reasoning once the advantages

of lifting sinks in. One would therefore prefer to think of lifted systems purely in discrete time (10) and

suppress the finite-horizon time dependence.
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Example 3.2:In the same vein, the sample-and-hold circuit from Example 3.1 in the lifted domain may

be depicted as in Fig. 5. HereKSIdl is the lifted ideal sampler transforming a sequence of functions f MyŒk�g

My Nu D Ny MuKSIdl
JHZOH

Fig. 5. Sample-and-hold circuit in the lifted domain

into a sequence of numbersf NyŒk�g as NyŒk� D MyŒk�.0/ and JHZOH is the lifted zero-order hold transforming

a sequence of numbersf NuŒk�g into a sequence of functionsf MuŒk�g as MuŒk�.�/ D NuŒk� for all � 2 Œ0; h/.

Both these blocks are static discrete-time LTI systems. O

The reasonings of Example 3.2 apply in the general case whereeach time we leave the discrete signals

to what they are and we lift the continuous-time signals to discrete ones. Lifting the inputy of the A/D

converter Ny D Sy in (3) results in thelifted sampler

Ny D KS My W NyŒk� D
X

i2Z

Z h

0

 ..k � i/h � �/ MyŒi �.�/d�

µ
X

i2Z

KSŒk � i � MyŒi � (12)

This describes a pure discrete-time shift-invariant system and we think of the operatorKSŒk� W fŒ0; h/ !

C
ny g ! C

n Ny as its impulse response. Similarly, the action of the hold device u DH Nu in (4) after lifting

its output becomes

Mu D JH Nu W MuŒk� D
X

i2Z

JHŒk � i � NuŒi �; (13)

where the operatorJHŒk� W C
n Nu ! fŒ0; h/ ! C

nug for eachk is a multiplication by the lifted hold function

M�Œk�, i.e., . JHŒk��/.�/ D M�Œk�.�/� for every� 2 C
n Nu . This is also a pure discrete shift-invariant system.

Example 3.3:Consider the predictive first-order hold discussed in÷II-B2. It has the hold function

�FOH.t/ D
1

0 h

:

Then the lifted holdMu D JHFOH Nu is a discrete FIR system with support inf�1; 0g. It maps numbersNuŒk�

to functions onŒ0; h/ as follows:

MuŒk� D M�FOHŒ0� NuŒk�C M�FOHŒ�1� NuŒk C 1�

D
ū[k]

0 h

C ū[k + 1]

0 h

D
ū[k]

ū[k + 1]

0 h

;
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so MuŒk�.�/ is the straight line interpolatingNuŒk� and NuŒk C 1� at � D 0 and� D h, respectively. O

Remark 3.1:The various lifted systems (operators) that we have seen so far come with different accents

to emphasize the dimensionality of their domain and range. The breve accent, such as inMG, indicates

that input and output space at each discrete time is infinite dimensional,fŒ0; h/ ! C
ng. Samplers KS

map infinite-dimensional spacefŒ0; h/ ! C
ng to finite-dimensional spaceCn, which is what the acute

accent indicates, and holdsJH map finite-dimensional space to infinite-dimensional space, indicated by

the grave accent. The lifted hybrid signal processor then isa mapping MFHSP D JH KS that goes from an

infinite-dimensional space to a finite-dimensional one and back to another infinite-dimensional space

again. The accents help in keeping track of the signal space dimensions. When an expression equally

applies to either of these types of operators (e.g., in some definitions), we use the tilde,QG. O

MGe

MG
KS NF JH

Mw

My Ny Nu Mu

Mv
Me

-

Fig. 6. Sampling / reconstruction (SR) setup in the lifted domain

Thus, by lifting all analog signals in the SR setup in Fig. 2 weend up with an equivalent discrete-time

setup depicted in Fig. 6. It has two key advantages over the original representation. First, lifting puts

continuous- and discrete-time signals on an equal footing.The only difference between “bar” and “breve”

discrete signals is that the former are vector (or scalar) valued, whereas the latter are function valued.

Conceptually, however, this difference is not more intricate than the difference between scalar and vector

signals. Consequently, all systems in Fig. 2, irrespectiveof whether they are continuous time, discrete

time, or hybrid, become pure discrete-time systems. Second, all these discrete systems are nowshift

invariant, so that many of the familiar LTI notions can be re-used almost verbatim.

The advantages come at a cost: the infinite dimensionality ofcertain input and output signal spaces.

Yet this difficulty turns out not to be crucial and can be alleviated by exploiting the structure of the

resulting operator-valued mappings.

IV. L IFTING IN FREQUENCY DOMAIN

With the regained time invariance, we can apply frequency domain methods to liftedh-shift-invariant

systems and signals.
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A. ´- and Fourier transforms

Naturally, the´- and Fourier transforms of a lifted signalMf are defined with respect to the discrete

time index.

Definition 4.1: The (lifted) ´-transformZf Mf g of a lifted signal Mf is defined as

Zf Mf g D Mf .´/ ´
X

k2Z

Mf Œk�´�k; (14)

for all ´ 2 C for which the series converges. O

Definition 4.2: The (lifted) Fourier transformFf Mf g of a lifted Mf is defined as

Ff Mf g D Mf .ej� / ´
X

k2Z

Mf Œk�e�j�k;

where� 2 Œ��; �� is the frequency. O

Note that for each́ 2 C and� 2 Œ��; �� the´- and Fourier transforms (if they exist) are still functions

of intersample time� 2 Œ0; h/. This is reflected by the notationMf .´I �/ and Mf .ej� I �/, which shall be

used when these dependences are important. The lifted´-transform equals themodifiedor advanced

´-transform as introduced by [18], but the intent is entirelydifferent. Also, the lifted Fourier transform

is effectively theZak transform[19] of f .t/ modulo scaling.

The following result, which to the best of our knowledge has not explicitly appeared in the literature

yet, plays a key role in the subsequent analysis. It is a version of the Poisson Summation Formula, but

then one that looses no information about the analog signal.Indeed the point of lifting is to maintain

intersample behavior, also in frequency domain.

Theorem 4.1 (Key lifting formula):Let f be an analog signal such thatf .t/e�s0t 2 L2.R/ for some

s0 2 C. Then

Mf .´I �/ D 1

h

X

k2Z

F.sk/esk� (15)

for all � 2 Œ0; h/, where´ ´ es0h and sk ´ s0 C j2!Nk.

Proof: Suppose first thatf .t/e�s0t 2 L2 \ L1. The (regular bilateral) Laplace transform off is

F.s/ D
Z 1

�1

f .t/e�stdt D
X

k2Z

Z h

0

f .� C kh/e�s.�Ckh/d�

D
Z h

0

X

k2Z

Mf Œk�.�/.esh/�k e�s�d� (16)

D
Z h

0

Mf .eshI �/e�s�d�:
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Equality (15) now follows by noting that

1

h
F.sk/ D 1

h

Z h

0

� Mf .eskhI �/e�s0�
�

e�j2!Nk�d�

is thekth Fourier series coefficient ofMf .esi hI �/e�s0� (mind that eskh D es0h µ ´).

By Plancherel’s theorem [20, Thm. 9.13], the assumption that f .t/e�s0t 2 L2.R/ assures that (15)

holds inL2-sense and therefore holds pointwise almost everywhere.

Remark 4.1:Equality (16) might bear a resemblance to [12, Eqn. (11.5.1)], with (14) playing the

role of [12, Eqn. (11.5.2)]. This suggests that the lifting can be thought of as an analog counterpart of

the polyphase representation(known actually as thediscrete lifting in the control literature [7]). Thus,

Mf .esh; �/ can be viewed as the� th polyphase component ofF.s/. This analogy is useful in comprehending

properties of systems in the lifted domain discussed below. O

A particular case of the key lifting formula for imaginarys0 D j�=h says that there is a bijection from

the lifted Fourier transformMf .ej�/ and the classical Fourier transformF.j!/:

F.j!k/ D
Z h

0

Mf .ej� I �/e�j!k�d�; (17a)

Mf .ej� I �/ D 1

h

X

k2Z

F.j!k/ej!k� ; (17b)

for any square integrablef , where

!k ´ � C 2�k

h
D �

h
C 2!Nk (18)

are aliased frequencies.

Remark 4.2:A special case of Equality (17b) corresponding to� D 0 yields the classical formula

connecting Fourier transforms of an analog signal (provided it is continuous and satisfies some other

mild conditions [21]) and its sampled version:Ff Nf g D 1
h

P

i2Z
F.j!i /. We believe that the derivation

via the use of lifting and (17b) is somewhat cleaner and more intuitive than the conventional impulse-train

modulation [22] or “reverse engineering” [23] arguments. O

Equations (17) are very useful when lifted Fourier transforms need to be determined or its inverse,

and as we shall see in [17, Sec. V] it is a key technical tool in the design of optimal samplers and holds.

Example 4.1:To illustrate a use of formula (17b), letf .t/ D 1
h

sinch.t/. SinceF.j!/ D 1Œ�!N;!N�.!/,

equality (17b) yields the lifted Fourier transformMf .ej� I �/ D 1
h
ej��=h for � 2 Œ��; �� and� 2 Œ0; h/. O

Example 4.2:The Fourier transform off .t/ D 1
h

sinc2
h.t/ is the “tent”F.j!/ D .1�j!j=.2!N//1Œ�2!N;2!N�.!/.

Then Mf .ej� I �/ D 1
h
ej��=h

�

1 � j� j

2�
C j� j

2�
e�j2!N� sign�

�

for � 2 Œ��; �� and� 2 Œ0; h/. O
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�

�

j Mf .ej� I �/j

�
h

(a) f .t/ D sinch.t/

�

�

j Mf .ej� I �/j

�
h

(b) f .t/ D sinc2
h.t/

Fig. 7. Amplitudej Mf .ej� I �/j vs. � and �

Fig. 7 depicts the amplitudej Mf .ej� I �/j as a function of� 2 Œ��; �� and � 2 Œ0; h/ for the functions

considered in the above two examples. Such amplitude plots demonstrate how the amplitude spectrum

of the sampled signalf .khC �/ changes with time offset� (for the sinch it does not change).

B. Transfer Function & Frequency Response

It is well-known that convolution (dynamic) systems becomealgebraic (static) if considered in the

transform domain. This is also true for lifted systems as we shall see with the introduction of the lifted

transfer function formalism.

The transfer function MG.´/ of the lifted system (10) is formally defined as the´-transform of its

impulse response

MG.´/ ´
X

i2Z

MGŒi� ´�i : (19)

A standard index change in (10) then shows [24] that the lifted ´-transforms of input and output satisfy

the familiar

Mu.´/ D MG.´/ My.´/: (20)

It is worth recalling that the lifted impulse responseMGŒk� for eachk 2 Z is an integral operator of the

form (11). Hence, so is the lifted transfer functionMG.´/. It can be shown that the “multiplication” in

(20) should be understood as

Mu.´I �/ D
Z h

0

Mg.´I �; �/ My.´I �/d�; � 2 Œ0; h/; (21)

where Mg.´I �; �/ is the lifted´-transform of the impulse response kernelg.t; s/ of G with respect to its

first variable3,

Mg.´I �; �/ ´
X

k2Z

g.� C kh; �/´�k: (22)

3Alternatively, the “1=´-transform” with respect to its second variable.
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Again we want to make the point here that (20) is more in the spirit of lifting than the gritty details of

(21) and (22).

Example 4.3:In Example 3.2 we showed that the impulse responseMGŒk� of the cascade of the ideal

sampler and the zero-order hold is such that. MGŒ0� My/.�/ D My.0/ and with all other MGŒk� zero. Therefore,

the transfer function of this cascade in the lifted domain acts as MG.´/ My.´/ D My.´I 0/. O

“Semi-lifted” elements, such as lifted sampler and hold, can be described in terms of their lifted transfer

functions in the same way. The only difference from the case considered above is that either output or

input space is now finite dimensional. Thus, the transfer function KS.´/ of the lifted samplerKS in (12) is

a linear functional fromfŒ0; h/ ! C
ny g to C

n Ny of the form4

Ny.´/ D KS.´/ My.´/ W Ny.´/ D
Z h

0

M .´I ��/ My.´I �/d� (23)

for each´ 2 C where it is defined. HereM .´/ is the lifted ´-transform of the sampling function .t/.

Similarly, the transfer functionJH.´/ of the lifted hold JH in (13) is an operator fromC
n Nu to fŒ0; h/ !

C
nug of the form

Mu.´/ D JH.´/ Nu.´/ W Mu.´I �/ D M�.´I �/ Nu.´/ (24)

for each´ 2 C where it is defined. Here,M�.´/ is the lifted´-transform of the hold function�.t/.

Example 4.4:Consider again the predictive first-order holdHFOH studied in Example 3.3. Inspecting

the formulae in this example, it is readily seen that

M�FOH.´I �/ D M�FOHŒ�1� ´C M�FOHŒ0� D
0 h

´C
0 h

:

The “static gain” of this transfer function isJHFOH.1I �/ � 1, which agrees with our understanding of this

hold. O

Obviously, MG.ej�/ will be referred to as the(lifted) frequency responseand the transfer kernelMg.ej�/

as its frequency response kernel. It maintains the familiar interpretation in the sense thatfor any fixed

� 2 Œ��;�� the responseMu D MG My to a (lifted) harmonic functionMyŒk� D ej�k Mw (with Mw W Œ0; h/ ! C
nw )

if it exists, is again harmonic [25],MuŒk� D ej�kG.ej�/ Mw. The absolute valuej MyŒk�.�/j of a harmonic input

does not depend onk and neither does the output. As shown in [25], if the magnitude of harmonicMyŒk�

(for whateverk) is measured inL2Œ0; h/-sense then the maximal possible magnitude gain (power gain)

at frequency� equals the largest singular value ofG.ej�/ as defined later on in this paper, (30). This is

very similar to the interpretation of the conventional frequency response of discrete-time systems.

4Strictly speaking, it should bé�1 M .´Ih��/, rather thanM .´I ��/ (these two are equivalent), because the intersample time

variable lies inŒ0; h�. We, however, prefer to trade notational rigor for simplicity in this case.
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Example 4.5:Consider the sinc-samplerSsinc (see÷II-B1) having the sampling function sinc.t/ D
1
h

sinch.t/. Example 4.1 then yields that the frequency response kernelof KSsinc.ej� / is M sinc.ej� I ��/ D
1
h
e�j��=h. O

Example 4.6:The hold function of the sinc-holdHsinc (see÷II-B2) is �sinc.t/ D sinch.t/. Therefore,

the frequency response kernel ofJHsinc.ej�/ is M�sinc.ej� I �/ D ej��=h. O

V. SPACES AND NORMS

This section reviews the notions of signal and system norms in the lifted domain. Most results presented

below are either known or quite straightforward extensionsof known results that can be found in, e.g.,

[7], [8, Ch. 2], [14, Appendix A].

A. Signal Spaces and Norms

As the lifting transformation is merely a different viewpoint of analog signals, we can take it to be

norm preserving. Concretely, theL2 signal norm translates to the lifted domain as follows:

kf k2
2 D

Z 1

�1

jf .t/j2dt D
X

k2Z

Z h

0

j Mf Œk�.�/j2d�

D
X

k2Z

k Mf Œk�k2
L

µ k Mf k2
2; (25)

whereL ´ L2Œ0; h/. By analogy with the standard̀2
C
.Z/ space, we call the quantity defined by (25)

the `2-norm of Mf (this is a norm, just because so is theL2-norm in continuous time) and denote the set

of all lifted signals having a bounded̀2-norm as̀ 2
L
.Z/, which is a Hilbert space with the obvious inner

product. Thus lifting by construction is an isometric isomorphism betweenL2
C
.R/ and`2

L
.Z/.

Remark 5.1:All signals in the lifted SR scheme in Fig. 6 are now measured by various`2-norms. The

only difference between these norms is in their “subscript spaces”:C or L. This difference, however, is

peripheral, so we hereafter drop the subscript from the notation for `2 and related spaces. O

With a slight abuse of notation we use`2.ZC
l
/ and`2.Z�

l
/ to denote the subspaces of`2.Z/ consisting

of signals that are zero inZ�
l

andZ
C
l

, respectively. Clearly,̀2.Z/ D `2.ZC
l
/˚ `2.Z�

l
/ for every integer

l . We shall need these subspaces later on to discuss causality.

We also need corresponding frequency-domain spaces. LetK stand for eitherCn or L, depending on

whether our signal is a plain discrete-time signal or a lifted one. The Hilbert spaceL2.T / is the set of
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functions Qf .´/ W T ! K, for which5

k Qf k2 ´
�

1

2�

Z �

��

k Qf .ej� /k2
K
d�

�1=2

< 1:

The Hardy spaceH 2 is the set of functionsQf .´/ W C n ND ! K which are analytic and satisfy

k Qf kH 2 ´ sup
�>1

�

1

2�

Z �

��

k Qf .�ej�/k2
K
d�

�1=2

< 1:

The domain of functions inH 2 can be extended toT and the result is a closed subspace ofL2.T / with

k Qf kH 2 D k Qf k2. The orthogonal complement ofH 2 in L2.T / is denoted byH 2
? and is comprised of

analytic and bounded functionsQf .´/ W D ! K such thatk Qf k2 < 1. Finally, by ´lH 2 we denote the

space of functionsQf .´/ W C n ND ! K such that́ �l Mf .´/ 2 H 2.

The Parseval’s identity, which is instrumental in converting energy-based optimization problems to

the frequency domain, also extends to general`2 spaces. Namely, for anyQf 2 `2.Z/ we have that

Ff Qf g 2 L2.T / and

k Qf k2 D kFf Qf gk2:

The Fourier transform is thus an isometric isomorphism between `2.Z/ and L2.T /. Similarly the ´-

transform is an isometric isomorphism between`2.ZC
l
/ and´lH 2 for any l .

Example 5.1:Considerf .t/ D 1
h

sinch.t/. By Example 4.1,kf k2 can also be computed via theL2.T /-

norm of its lifted Fourier transform:

k Mf k2
2 D 1

2�

Z �

��







1

h
ej��=h







2

L

d� D 1

2�

Z �

��

1

h
d� D 1

h
;

which agrees with the direct computation ofkf k2
2. O

B. Adjoint Systems and Conjugate Transfer Functions

Since both lifting and Fourier transformation preserve inner products, the adjoint of an operator is

equivalent in all domains, i.e., the lifting of the adjoint operator is the adjoint of the lifted operator, and

likewise for the Fourier transformed operator. It is well known that the kernel of the adjoint ofG, given

in (6), is

gÏ.t; s/ ´ Œg.s; t /�� (26)

5We use the same norm symbol for several time- and frequency-domain norms. Context determines which is intended.
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with � here denoting complex conjugate transpose. TheconjugateoperatorÏ defined by (26) not only

takes the complex conjugate transpose of the matrix but alsointerchanges the two time parameters. It is

more generally defined for frequency depending functions as

MgÏ.´I �; �/ ´ Œ Mg.1=´I �; �/��

for then the´-transform of the conjugate is the conjugate of the´-transform (with respect to the first

variable):

ZfgÏ.�; �/g D
X

k2Z

gÏ.� C kh; �/´�k

D
X

mD�k

Œg.�; � �mh/´m��

D
X

m2Z

Œg.� Cmh; �/.1=´/�m�� D MgÏ.´I �; �/:

According to (21), (22), and the above,MgÏ.´I �; �/ hence is the kernel of the transfer function of the

adjoint systemG�. We denote this transfer function asMGÏ.´/,

My.´/ D MGÏ.´/ Mu.´/ W My.´I �/ D
Z h

0

MgÏ.´I �; �/ Mu.´I �/d�:

It is readily seen that foŕ D ej� the conjugateMGÏ.ej� / is the adjoint of MG.ej�/ with respect toL:

h Mu.ej�/; MG.ej�/ My.ej�/iL D h MGÏ.ej�/ Mu.ej�/; My.ej�/iL:

That is, the lifted transfer function of the adjoint equals the adjoint of the lifted transfer function.

Now, the adjoint of the sampler in (3) can be derived via

hSy; Nui`2 D
X

i2Z

Nu�Œi �

Z 1

�1

 .ih � s/y.s/ds

D
Z 1

�1

�

X

i2Z

Œ .ih � s/�� NuŒi �
��

y.s/ds

D hy;S� NuiL2 :

Thus, the adjoint ofS with a sampling function .t/ is aH with the hold function�.t/ D Œ .�t /�� µ

 Ï.t/ (the latter is just an LTI version of (26)). This prompts a duality between the A/D and D/A

conversions and also implies that the adjoint ofH with �.t/ is S with  .t/ D �Ï.t/. The conjugate

transfer function of KS.´/, KSÏ.´/, is the following lifted hold:

My.´/ D KSÏ.´/ Nu.´/ W My.´I �/ D M Ï.´I �/ Nu.´/;
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with M Ï.´I �/ ´ Œ M .1=´I ��/��. The conjugate transfer function ofJH.´/ is

Ny.´/ D JHÏ.´/ Mu.´/ W Ny.´/ D
Z h

0

M�Ï.´I ��/ Mu.´/�d�;

which is a lifted sampler.

The following result will be used in the next parts:

Proposition 5.1:Let S be a sampler, the sampling function .t/ of which is such that .t/e��t 2 L2.R/

for some� 2 R. Then wheneverj´j D e�h

KS.´/ KSÏ.´/ D
Z h

0

M .´I �/Œ M .1=´I �/��d� (27a)

D 1

h

X

k2Z

	.sk/	
Ï.sk/; (27b)

where	.s/ is the bilateral Laplace transform of andsk are as defined in Theorem 4.1. O

Proof: Equality (27a) follows by routine substitution. To derive (27b), denote the integral in (27a)

by M and use (17b):

M D 1

h2

Z h

0

X

k2Z

	.sk/esk�

�

X

i2Z

	.si/esi �

�

Ï

d�

D 1

h2

X

k2Z

	.sk/
X

i2Z

	Ï.si /

Z h

0

ej2!N.k�i/�d�:

The result now follows by
R h

0
ej2!N.k�i/�d� D h NıŒk � i �.

An immediate corollary of this result is that if .t/ is scalar, thenKS.ej�/ KSÏ.ej�/ D k M .ej�/k2
L

D
1
h

P

k2Z
j	.j!k/j2, where!k are defined by (18). Also, by duality we have:

Proposition 5.2:LetH be a hold, the hold function�.t/ of which is such that�.t/e��t 2 L2.R/ for

some� 2 R. Then at wheneverj´j D e�h

JHÏ.´/ JH.´/ D
Z h

0

Œ M�.1=´I �/�� M�.´I �/d� (28a)

D 1

h

X

k2Z

˚Ï.sk/˚.sk/ (28b)

where˚.s/ is the bilateral Laplace transform of�. O

C. L1 System Norm

TheL1 norm (cf. (2)) of a lifted transfer functionQG.´/ W Ki ! Ko is defined as

k QGk1 ´ ess sup
�2Œ��;��

�maxŒ QG.ej� /� < 1; (29)
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where the (operator) maximal singular value�max equals

�maxŒ QG.ej� /� D supQy2Ki ;k QykKi D1k QG.ej�/ QykKo; (30)

i.e., (30) is the induced norm ofQG.ej�/. If QG.´/ is the transfer function of an LTI systemQG, we also

refer to (29) as theL1-norm of the system and denote it ask QGk1. For givenKi andKo the vector space

of all transfer functions with finiteL1-norm is represented with the same symbolL1, so

L1 D f QG W T ! .Ki ! Ko/ j k QGk1 < 1g:

By the arguments of [24], it can be shown thatk MGk1 equals theL2.R/-induced norm of its original,G,

i.e., k MGk1 D supkyk2D1kGyk2. Its square,k MGk2
1, is therefore the maximal energy gain of the system and

also equals the maximal power gain. Likewise,k KSk1 and k JH k1 equalL2.R/ ! `2.Z/ and `2.Z/ !

L2.R/ induced norms ofS andH , respectively.

Example 5.2:Consider the HSPHZOHS�, whereS� is the “almost ideal” sampler with �.t/ D 1
�
1Œ0;��.t/

for 0 < � < h (the smaller� is, the more this sampler behaves like the ideal sampler). Because �.t/ is

scalar, by Proposition 5.1 (this can also be seen via the Riesz-Fréchet theorem) we have that

k KS�k1 D sup
�2Œ��;��

k M �.ej�/kL D sup
�2Œ��;��

k1
�
1Œ0;��kL D 1p

�
:

In fact, the maximizing input having the unity norm for this system isymax.t/ D 1=
p
� 1Œh��;h/.t/ and

is unique (modulo sign andh-shifts). RegardingHZOH, it is readily seen thatkuk2 D
p
hk Nuk2 for every

Nu 2 `2.Z/. Thus,k JHZOHk1 D
p
h and any inputNu is maximizing. Hence,ymax actually maximizes the

energy gain of the overall HSPJHZOH
KS� and we have:

k JHZOH
KS�k1 D

p
h k KS�k1 D

p

h=�:

It becomes unbounded as� # 0, like in theL2 case. O

Another space we need is the Hardy spaceH1. It is defined as the set of transfer functionsQG.´/,

which are analytic foŕ 2 C n ND and satisfy

k QGkH 1 ´ ess sup
´2Cn ND

�maxŒ QG.´/� < 1:

Like in the case with theH 2 signal space,H1 operators can be extended to´ 2 T , resulting in a closed

subspace ofL1 with k QGkH 1 D k QGk1. By ´lH1 we then denote the subspace ofL1 consisting of

operatorsQG.´/ such that́ �l QG.´/ 2 H1. Loosely speaking,H1 is the space of transfer functions, which

are analytic and bounded inCnD, whereaś lH1 is the space of analytic transfer functions with relaxed

(if l > 0) or tightened (ifl < 0) boundedness inj´j ! 1.
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D. L2 System Norm

TheL2 norm (cf. (1)) of lifted (or semi-lifted) transfer functions QG.´/ W Ki ! Ko is defined as

k QGk2 ´
�

1

2�h

Z �

��

k QG.ej� /k2
HS d�

�1=2

< 1 (31)

(the scaling factor will become clear soon, it is not presentin the standard discrete case). Herek�kHS is

the Hilbert-Schmidt operator norm, which can in general be calculated as

k QG.ej�/k2
HS D trŒ QG.ej�/ QGÏ.ej�/� D trŒ QGÏ.ej�/ QG.ej�/�

D
X

i

�2
i Œ

QG.ej�/�;

with �i Œ�� the i th singular value. For integral operatorsL ! L as in (21) we have that

k MG.ej�/k2
HS D

Z h

0

Z h

0

k Mg.ej� I �; �/k2
F d�d�:

For semi-lifted operators, likeKS.´/ and JH.´/, the calculations of the Hilbert-Schmidt norm reduce to the

computation of the matrix trace (cf. Propositions 5.1 and 5.2). If QG.´/ is the transfer function a (semi-)

lifted system QG we also refer to (31) as theL2-norm of the system and denote it ask QGk2. The vector

space of systems with finiteL2 system norm (31) is represented simply asL2,

L2 D f QG W T ! .Ki ! Ko/ j k QGk2 < 1g:

In contrast to the ordinaryL2 norm for LTI-systems, theL2 system norm is not equivalent to a signal

norm, even though we use the same notation,k�k2 andL2. Neither of the two system spacesL1 andL2

is a subset of the other. However, if the rank of the transfer function is uniformly bounded then being in

L1 implies being inL2.

Proposition 5.3:Let QG 2 L1 be such that rankQG.ej� / � r for almost all� 2 Œ��;�� and somer 2 N.

Then QG 2 L2.

Proof: Then (31) and (29) implyk QGk2
2 � rk QGk1=h.

In particular every hold and sampler that is inL1 is necessarily inL2.

TheL2 system norm defined by (31) retains familiar deterministic and stochastic interpretations. For

SISOh-shift-invariant analog systems, for instance, the norm satisfies [26]

k MGk2
2 D 1

h

Z h

0

kG ı.� � �/k2
L2.R/

d�:

That is, k MGk2
2 is the average energy of the output where the average is takenover all delta functions

applied at� 2 Œ0; h/. For h # 0 this reduces to the classic LTI result. Also, stochastic interpretations are
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maintained:k MGk2
2 equals the over time averaged sum of variances (power) of theoutput elements if the

system is driven by standard white noise [26].

Example 5.3:Consider again the HSPHZOHS� studied in Example 5.2. As the inputy to this system

ranges over the delta functions applied at� 2 Œ0; h/ the output of the sampler ranges overNy � 0 for

� 2 Œ0; h � �� and NyŒi � D 1
�

NıŒi � 1� for � 2 Œh � �; h/. Hence for� 2 Œ0; h � �� the output energy of the

hold is zero while for� 2 Œh� �; h/ the output energy isk1
�
1Œh;2h�k2

2 D h

�2 . The average energy therefore

equals

k JHZOH
KS�k2

2 D 1

h

Z h

h��

h

�2
d� D 1

�
:

The cascade of theideal sampler and the zero-order hold consequently has infiniteL2 system norm.

When driven by zero mean unit intensity white noiseMy, the samplesNu D Ny D KS� My for this sampler are

independent and are stationary with variance1
�
. The “Manhattan skyline” outputMu D JHZOH Nu shown in

of Fig. 8 clearly is not stationary as an analog signal because it is piecewise constant, but it is stationary

as a lifted signal. Its over time averaged power is well defined and equalsk JHZOH
KS�k2

2 D 1
�
. O

My Nu D Ny MuKS�
JHZOH

white

Fig. 8. A periodic stationary outputMu

Signal connotations are not that consistent in semi-liftedcases, where deterministic and stochastic

interpretations might require different scaling. To be specific, to maintain the deterministic interpretation

for A/D systems (averaging the output energy over allı-functions applied inŒ0; h/), we still need to scale

the Hilbert-Schmidt norm by a factor of1=h. At the same time, this factor is not required to maintain

the stochastic interpretation (the response to the analog white noise is a stationary discrete process then).

D/A systems, on the contrary, do not need the scaling in the deterministic case, whereas do need it to

maintain the stochastic meaning. We nevertheless proceed with the scaling in all cases of interest, just

to keep the exposition simple.

TheL2 system norm (31) corresponds to the system inner product

h QG; QP i2 D 1

2�h

Z �

��

h QG.ej� /; QP .ej�/iHS d� (32)

with the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product defined as

tr.AB�/ D tr.B�A/ ´ hA;BiHS ´
X

i

hAei ; BeiiKo
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wherefeig is any complete orthonormal sequence ofKi. By Parseval’s theorem the inner product (32)

equals

h QG; QP i2 D 1

h

X

k2Z

h QGŒk�; QP Œk�iHS

where QGŒk� is the impulse response kernel (cf. (10), (12), (13)). It implies that twoL2 systems are

orthogonal if their impulse response kernels have disjointsupports and that

k QGk2
2 D 1

h

X

k2Z

k QGŒk�k2
HS: (33)

This expression is quite useful in various applications.

Finally a note on adjoints. We take adjoints of systems (operators) always with respect to the standard

L2 and`2 signal inner product (25). The reason is that these are also adjoints for the other inner products

such as (32). A further useful fact is that the system inner product (32) inherits from the Hilbert-Schmidt

inner product the trace-like property that

h QA; QB QXi2 D h QA QX�; QBi2 (34)

if QX 2 L1 and QA; QB 2 L2.

VI. STABILITY AND CAUSALITY

This section reviews the notions of stability and causalityand their expression in the lifted frequency

domain.

A. System Stability

As HSPs, like that in Fig. 1, typically operate in open loop and their components are implemented

separately, we require that each component, i.e.,S, NF , andH , is stable. We say thatS is stable if it is

a bounded operatorL2.R/ ! `2.Z/, NF is stable if it is a bounded operator`2.Z/ ! `2.Z/, andH is

stable if it is a bounded operator`2.Z/ ! L2.R/. Obviously, in the lifted domain, for the lifted HSP in

Fig. 6, all these definitions read as the boundedness as an operator `2.Z/ ! `2.Z/.

The fact that all components of the lifted HSP are LTI makes itpossible to verify their stability to

the (lifted) frequency domain. Indeed, because the Fouriertransform is an isomorphism from̀2.Z/ to

L2.T /, each of the systemsS, NF , andH is stable iff its lifted transfer function is a bounded operator

L2.T / ! L2.T /. The following result, which is essentially the first part of[14, Thm. A.6.26], plays

then a key role:
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Theorem 6.1:The set of all bounded multiplication operators fromL2.T / to L2.T / is L1. Moreover,

the induced norm of an operatorQO W L2.T / ! L2.T / is k QOk1. O

It follows from Theorem 6.1 that a samplerS is stable iff its lifted transfer functionKS.´/ 2 L1

and a holdH is stable iff its lifted transfer functionJH.´/ 2 L1. Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 reduce the

verification of these conditions to matrix (or even scalar) operations. For example,S is stable iff each

row of the lifted Fourier transform of its sampling function .t/ belongs toL for (almost) all � or,

alternatively, iff the magnitude of the Fourier transform of each entry of .t/ is square summable over

all aliased frequencies for (almost) all baseband frequencies. The latter condition is guaranteed if the

Fourier transform of the sampling function decays faster than 1=
p
! as ! ! 1, which agrees with

known results about stability of the sampling operation [27].

B. Systems Causality

The notion ofcausalityis well understood for both analog and discrete systems. Intuitively, a system

is causal if its output at any time instance depends only uponits past and present inputs and does not

depend on the future inputs. For a continuous-time systemG this can be formally expressed as

˘TG .I �˘T / D 0; 8T 2 R; (35)

where thetruncation operator̆ T is defined via the relation

�

˘Tu
�

.t/ D

8

ˆ

<

ˆ

:

u.t/ t < T

0 t � T

:

The discrete-time case is the same modulo the use of the discrete truncation operatorN̆k , defined similarly.

If the system is time invariant, the condition need only be checked for one fixedT , e.g., forT D 0.

The extension of these notions to hybrid systems depends on the way in which continuous and discrete

times are synchronized. Henceforth, motivated mainly by the time association in the lifting transformation,

we presume that thekth discrete instance corresponds to the whole continuous-time intervalŒkh; .kC1/h/.

In this case, we say that a (shift-invariant) samplerS is causal if

N̆
kS .I �˘kh/ D 0; for somek 2 Z; (36)

and a (shift-invariant) holdH is causal if

˘khH .I � N̆
k/ D 0; for somek 2 Z: (37)
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It can be verified that, according to these definitions, sampler (3) is causal iff .t/ D 0 for all t � �h

and hold (4) is causal iff�.t/ D 0 for all t < 0. While the latter is in agreement with the criterion for

continuous-time systems, the former might appear peculiar. For example, a sampler with the sampling

function .t C h=2/, which acts asNyŒk� D y.khC h=2/, is causal by this definition. This, however, is a

matter of convention. If the implementation permitsNyŒk� to depend only upony.t/ for t < kh, we may

require fromS to bestrictly causal, i.e., that N̆
kC1S .I �˘kh/ D 0.

Definitions (36) and (37) can be lifted straightforwardly. To this end, note that̆ kh corresponds to

� M̆
k Mu

�

Œi � D

8

ˆ

<

ˆ

:

MuŒi � i < k

0 i � k

in the lifted domain. Thus, both (36) and (37) became particular cases of the general definition: an LTI

(discrete / semi-lifted / lifted) systemQG is causal if

Q̆
k

QG.I � Q̆
k/ D 0; for somek 2 Z: (38)

Remark 6.1:When applied to the lifting MG of a continuous-time systemG, definition (38) reads

˘khG .I �˘kh/ D 0. This isnot equivalent to (35), unlessG is time invariant. Much care must therefore

be taken in analyzing causality in the lifted domain with this definition. Throughout, we use the lifted

version of (38)only in relation to lifted HSP blocks, in which case it does reflectcausality (with the

convention about the sampler discussed above). O

We also need a more general definition. We say that an LTI system QG is l-causal(l 2 Z) if

Q̆
k�l

QG.I � Q̆
k/ D 0; for somek 2 Z: (39)

This definition allows the output ofQG at the momentk to depend on its input at all moments� k C l .

If l > 0, this effectively says thatQG may havel stepspreview. If l < 0, (39) defines a system with the

delay of�l . The case ofl D �1 corresponds to strictly causal systems.

C. Stability with Causality Constraints

Our message in this subsection is that (l) causality can be neatly incorporated into the stability analysis,

in both time and frequency domains.

Let QG be a stable, i.e., bounded mapping`2.Z/ ! `2.Z/, (discrete / semi-lifted / lifted) system and

consider (39) fork D 0. It is readily seen thatQ̆�l andI � Q̆
0 are the orthogonal projections from̀2.Z/

to `2.Z�
�l
/ and`2.ZC

0 /, respectively. Thus, (39) readsQ̆�l
QG `2.ZC

0 / D 0 or, equivalently,

QG `2.ZC
0 / � `2.Z/	 `2.Z�

�l/ D `2.ZC
�l
/:
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Thus, we just showed that an LTI systemQG is stable andl-causal iff it is a bounded operator`2.ZC
0 / !

`2.ZC
�l
/.

Because thé-transform is an isometric isomorphism between`2.ZC
l
/ and´lH 2, the stability condition

above can be reformulated as follows:QG is stable and causal iff its transfer functionQG.´/ is a bounded

operatorH 2 ! ´lH 2. This, in turn, translates to (relatively) easily verifiable properties ofQG.´/ with the

help of the following result:

Theorem 6.2:The set of all bounded multiplication operators fromH 2 to ´lH 2 is ´lH1. Moreover,

the induced norm of an operatorQO W H 2 ! ´lH 2 is k QOk1. O

Proof: The result forl D 0 (i.e., for the causal case) is known, see [14, Thm. A.6.26]. To extend it

to generall , note that according to the definition of´lH 2,

QOH 2 � ´lH 2 , ´�l. QOH 2/ � H 2 , .´�l QO/H 2 � H 2:

According to the result forl D 0, the latter readś�l QO 2 H1, leading to the first part. The second part

follows by the fact that the multiplication bý�l does not alter theL1-norm.

It follows from Theorem 6.2 thatS andH are stable andl-causal iff their lifted transfer functions,

KS.´/ and JH.´/, respectively, belong tó lH1. Thus, if causality constraints are incorporated into an

optimization procedure, it is no longer sufficient to look atfrequency responses (transfer functions at

´ 2 T ). The behavior of transfer functions at the whole region of´ 2 C n D should be accounted for.

This complicates the analysis and design considerably. As is known from the causal Wiener filtering, the

design then involves some form of spectral factorization and while, admittedly, this complicates matters,

it is the point of [28, Part III] that the machinery of this paper can indeed be put to use in solving the

optimal design problem with respect to holds of given degreeof causality.

VII. C ONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper we have collected the basic concepts of the system-theoretic approach to sampled signal

reconstruction and technical material of lifting and lifted signals and systems, in both time and frequency

domains. The key point is that lifting may losslessly recover time-invariance (in discrete time) of systems

that are not time-invariant in continuous time. From that point on most of the results are intuitively clear,

albeit possibly technically advanced, and follow corresponding results of standard discrete systems. It is

this material that forms the basis for the solutions to the optimal noncausal signal reconstruction problems

considered in Part II, [17], and for the optimal relaxedly causal reconstruction problems considered in

[28, Part III].
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